
West Europe Expands 
Trade, but Only With 
Aid of Marshall Plan 

PARIS, Nov. 16 <CDN>.—All the 
countries of Western Europe, in- 
cluding the United Kingdom, are 

trading like mad with one an- 

other, and with the Western 
world. 

Thus, trade is “expanding” in 
accordance with the insistent de- 
mands of Americans for an ex- 

panding European economy. 

At the same time, and by the 
same sign, all of the countries of 
Western Europe are buying a lot 
more than they are selling to the 
rest of the world. In other words, 
the expansion of their trade has 
been the expansion of a losing 
business. 

Only Marshall Plan aid prevents 
their losses from catching up 
with them. 

Warning Is Offered. 
The sudden cessation of Mar- 

shall Plan aid, which amounted to 

$4,756,200,000 in the year ending 
June 30. and will amount to $3.- 
778.380,000 in the current fiscal 
year, would leave most of these 

countries In a fantastic mess. 

Their “trade patterns" would 
have to be altered completely. Sev- 

eral of the countries would be 
threatened with economic catas- 

trophe, and all of them would have 
’to impose regimes of bitter aus- 

terity upon their populations. 
The United States, simultane- 

ously. would have to try to discover 
where to sell the billions of dollars' 
worth of produce and equipment 
which it has been able to sell to 
Western Europe during the last 

year, only because it has “given 
the stuff away.” 

Plan Aids U. S. 

The United States has granted 
Marshall aid, not in the form of 

gold or dollar bills, but in the 
shape of goods which involve the 
labor of American farmers and 
workmen, and profits to American 
manufacturers and businessmen. 

The Marshall Plan, to date, has 
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very probably produced more than 

five or 10 or 15 billion dollars 
worth oj benefit to the United 
States in the form of political and 
social tranquillity in Western Eu- 

rope, and a temporary collapse of 

Communist power in Marshall 
Plan countries. 

But, with the lone exception of 
Belgium, the countries which re- 

ceive Marshall aid are not yet in 
sight of economic self-sufficiency, 
or anywhere near it. 

These facts, which are incontro- 
vertible, make American threats to 
‘‘cut off Marshall aid,” seem pre- 
mature to the point of being un- 

intelligible. 
Such a threat was voiced in 

Paris last Monday by Paul G. 
Hoffman, economic co-operation 
administrator, front man and 
leading defender of the Marshall 
Plan. 

Hoffman Demands Cited. 
The threat has since been 

watered down, qualified and mini- 
mized with the explar^ition that it 
was "for European consumption 
only.” But it still echoes in the 
minds of Europeans. 

Mr. Hoffman demanded, under 

this threat, that the 18 Marshall 
Plan countries should “integrate" 
their economies; in other words, 
abolish tariff walls, co-ordinate 
their fiscal polices and create what 

: would amount to an economic 

! United States of free Europe. 
The fact that this would require 

politcal co-ordination amounting 
to the creation of a political 
United States of free Europe, 
made his demand seem just as 

; fantastic as the treat. 
As things now stand. Mr. Hoff- 

; man seems to be satisfied with the 
; far less utopian and perfectly 
practical goal of creating small 
regional tariff groupings, abolish- 
ing quota restrictions on intra- 
European trade, and “aiming” at 
the general reduction of trade 

; barriers. 

Egyptian Makes Film 
With a Social Moral 

By the Associated Press 

CAIRO.—A young Egyptian is 
betting his bankroll that the les- 
sons he learned in Columbia Uni- 
versity sociology classrooms can 
be passed on to the Arabic world 

I in popular motion pictures. Al- 
though the Egyptian film Indus- 
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try has turned out up to 140 
full length pictures a year, pic- 
tures with a social moral are 

unknown. 
Hassan Bey Amer, a Columbia 

student from 1945 to 1948, will 
premiere the first Egyptian film 
along this line in Cairo. Called 
“Watch Your Wallet,” it contains 
under a sugar coating of popular 

stars and comedy, the point that 
Egypt’s wealthy women could bet- 
ter use their riches in financing 
schools and hospitals than in 
high living. 
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